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Not a good look
Preview of Q4 GDP and current account 

13 March 2019

Next week is set to bring some unflattering figures on 
the New Zealand economy in the form of the December 
quarter national accounts. We expect GDP (Thursday) 
to rise by just 0.3%, following an equally soft gain in the 
September quarter. Meanwhile, the current account deficit 
(Wednesday) is set to widen further to 3.9% of GDP, which 
would be the largest deficit in six years. 

Our forecast of GDP growth looks to be at the low end of 
the range of market forecasts, and is substantially less 
than the 0.8% rise that the Reserve Bank forecast in its 
February Monetary Policy Statement (which we noted at 
the time was too optimistic). The next Official Cash Rate 
review on 27 March, shortly after the GDP figures, will have 
to acknowledge that the balance of developments since 
February has been to the downside. 

While growth slowed by more than we expected over the 
second half of 2018, we’re still of the view that momentum 
will pick up over 2019, supported by higher government 
spending, a strong pipeline of construction work, and a lift 
in labour incomes. 

It’s also worth highlighting that while both New Zealand 
and Australia recorded similarly weak growth figures 
over the second half of last year, the reasons for their 
respective slowdown are quite different. Falling house 
prices in Australia have weighed on household spending 
and homebuilding, and could have a prolonged impact on 
activity. In contrast, retailing and construction were the star 
performers of the New Zealand economy in the December 
quarter, and we see scope for further growth over this year.

Q4 GDP, 21 March 

We expect a 0.3% increase in the production measure of 
GDP, following a 0.3% increase in the September quarter. 
This would see growth for the 2018 calendar year drop to 
2.7%, compared to 3.1% in 2017 and a peak of 3.9% in 2016. 

Our view is that some of the recent slowdown in GDP 
growth is genuine, but for the December quarter this is 
likely to be exacerbated by some temporary factors. In 
particular, disruptions in the energy sector will show up in 
several ways: 

 – Ongoing disruptions to output from the Pohokura gas 
field will weigh on the mining sector directly.

 – We expect a 0.3% rise in December quarter 
GDP, less than market expectations or the 
Reserve Bank’s forecast. 

 – There seems to have been a genuine slowdown 
in growth over late 2018, though it was 
exacerbated by some temporary disruptions 
in the energy sector. 

 – Both the New Zealand and Australian 
economies have slowed in recent times, but 
for different reasons. Household spending and 
construction were highlights for New Zealand 
in the December quarter. 

 – We expect the annual current account deficit 
to widen to 3.9% of GDP, a six-year high. 
The terms of trade fell over 2018 and import 
volumes have remained strong.

Sep-18 
actual

Dec-18 
Westpac 

f/c 

Dec-18  
RBNZ f/c 

GDP 

Quarterly % chg 0.3 0.3 0.8

Annual % chg 2.6 2.2 2.7

Annual average % chg 3.0 2.7 2.8

Balance of Payments

Current account balance 
$m, s.a.

-2,666 -2,930 -2,280

Annual balance $m -9,536 -11,470 -10,620

Annual balance % of GDP -3.6 -3.9 -3.6
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 – Reduced gas supplies will have weighed on methanol 
production, which uses natural gas as an input.

 – Electricity generation was affected by both low hydro 
lake levels and reduced gas supplies, which led to a 
temporary surge in wholesale electricity prices. This 
in turn may have prompted some manufacturers to 
scale back. 

Altogether, we think that these disruptions will 
knock between 0.1% and 0.2% off growth for the 
December quarter. 

We also expect declines in other primary industries, but 
this is more a matter of coming off a very strong base. 
December quarter milk collections were up 5% on last 
season, but they were slightly off the pace compared to 
the September quarter. Similarly, the estimated 2% fall 
in forestry sector output only partly reverses a 7% jump 
in September. 

The softness in business and personal services is not so 
easily dismissed, given that they make up a greater share 
of the economy – and a large share of the GDP growth in 
recent years. Our forecasts for these sectors reflect the 
weakness in hours worked in the Quarterly Employment 
Survey. That may also prove in time to be temporary; the 
growth in job advertisements suggests that the demand 
for labour remains strong. But this is an area that we will be 
watching closely. 

On the positive side, there was a strong lift in retail 
spending, after a relatively subdued September quarter. 
Residential and commercial construction also saw solid 
gains, though we expect infrastructure work to be down 
a little as earthquake repairs continue to wind down. We 
expect the transport and communications sectors to pick 
up again after losing some ground in the previous quarter. 
Spending on government services has picked up the pace 
in the last year, and we expect this to make a sizeable 
contribution to GDP growth over the next couple of years. 

Q4 current account, 20 March

We expect the annual current account deficit to widen to 
3.9% of GDP in the December quarter, compared to 3.6% 
of GDP in September. This would match the deficit in the 
December 2012 quarter, which in turn was the highest since 
the Global Financial Crisis. 

There has been a marked widening in the deficit over the 
last year. We’re still a long way from the blowout in deficits 
that was seen in the years before the GFC. But it is starting 
to reach levels that would be associated with a worsening in 
New Zealand’s net overseas debt position, after a decade-
long trend of improvement. 

The widening of the deficit has largely been driven by trade 
in goods and services. Some of that is due to prices: dairy 
export prices fell over 2018, while oil import prices rose 
over much of the year. Both of these factors have turned 
around in recent months, but have yet to be reflected in the 
trade figures. 

But it’s also a volume story. In particular, import volumes 
rose sharply in late 2017 and have remained high since 
then. Some of this reflects imports of capital equipment, 
which should be a positive for growth over the longer term. 
But demand for imports has been persistently high across 
the board, which is unusual given that overall domestic 
demand overall hasn’t taken a leg higher, and the lower 
New Zealand dollar should have favoured local production 
over imports. 

For a time, the widening goods trade deficit was being 
offset by a growing surplus in services. But growth in 
inbound tourism has come off the boil in the last year, while 
outbound tourism has remained strong. 

In contrast to the deteriorating trade balance, we don’t 
expect much change in the investment income deficit. 
Profits of overseas-owned firms and interest payments on 
overseas debt have broadly gone sideways over the last year.

Michael Gordon 
Senior Economist
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Q4 GDP changes by sector
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